Piace and date of birth: Ghedi (Brescia), 16th June 1964 A
Nationality: Italian
Maritai Status: Married. One male son

PROFILE

More than thirty years' experience in the Information Technology industry applied and
targeted to Customers' core business with a career focused on business development and
relationship management from marketing and sales roles, for banks, insurance, Financial
Institutions market, later in the Energy & Utilities space, to one of the last roles of Global
Financial Services Industry VP with a WW responsibility for one of the most prestigious
Silicon Valley IT company. Later on in the Government Affairs business for a dominant and
leader company in the SW marketplace. Recently entrance in the Vouchering and
Couponing Industry and business in a multinational Company, market leader in the issuing
and placement of service titles and food voucher.
Complete and integrateci set of competencies and business acumen all across the assigned
Customers' offering and core business, dealing with their issues and trends in an integrateci
perspective from B2B to B2C, with both direct and indirect (channel and distribution)
selling models.
Solid ability to establish and revitalize aver time trusted, profitable and long-term
relationships with Customer's Senior Executives.
Strong leadership and trust, successful communication skills, relevant turnaround
management attitude, with a proven track record of achievements in building and
managing high potential even international teams.
Transformational capabilities are key as change always creates opportunities for those that
embrace it and eagerly adopt new routes to reduce avoidable complexity, achieve
efficiency and foster innovation to provide differentiation and competitive advantage.
Ability to introduce best practice in terms of structure, blueprint adoption, processes and
methodologies to link into the business globally and increase penetration of the global
customer base.
Strong international credentials and sensitivity lo lead a substantial team from diverse
backgrounds and cultures together with the understanding of what it takes to conduct
business successfully across different audiences and markets.
Resourceful, action-oriented with the ability of overcoming obstacles to get things done in a
timely fashion, winning attituded, team-player, quick at taking decisions and flexible
enough to change actions if results do not match expectations, organisational agility and
strong team building and engaging skills to excel in large, fast-moving organisations,
ability to build effective work environments and motivate team members to grow in their
roles and achieve persona! and company success in a low-ego/humility atmosphere (based
on the principle of making decision based on the needs of the company and not on politics
or persona! advantage and agenda).
I get professional and intellectual incentives from developing always new "value
propositions" to generate value to the business, with the proper mix of industry knowledge
and technology innovation.
Integrity, Intensity, Intelligence, Innovation, passion and courage, commitment, never
give up mind, can-do/will-do attitude, agility, flexibility, loyalty, reliability, engagement at
ali levels, Transparency and Trust and Smile inspire every single day both in my persona!
and professional life.
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